English 7
After reviewing the calendar, please go to the corresponding page(s) for the directions for how to complete the assignments and how to turn them in.

Wednesday
6/3
What’s up with Weirauch
Wednesday
 Check in
 New schedule and
work for the week
emailed out
 Live meeting where
you can ask any
questions about
schoolwork or
whatever else!
 Respond to
reflection prompt
3rd period meeting in 3rd period
Teams page 12:30-12:50

Thursday
6/4

Friday
6/5

Thinking Thursday
 Read the article/text
for the week
 Look over the writing
prompt that you will
be responding to so
you can pull out
relevant textual
evidence

Article to read:
“Issue Overview: Should we
have zoos?"

4th period meeting in 4th period
Teams page 1:00-1:20
5th period meeting in 5th period
Teams page 1:30-1:50

Fill me in Flipgrid Friday
 New questions to
answer in Flipgrid
 Question will be
focused around how
we are
doing/coping/
getting to know one
another more
during this time

Questions:
1. What is your
favorite musical
artist and why?
Favorite song of
theirs?
2. What is your
favorite season and
why?

Monday
6/8
Monday Musings
 Analysis
paragraph that
responds to the
given prompt
 Writing prompt
will tie to the
reading from the
previous Thursday
and the textual
evidence you
selected
Prompt:
Should we continue to
have zoos or not?

Tuesday
6/9
Tell all Tuesday
 New question to
answer in
Teams
 Question will be
tied to the
reading and
writing for the
week

Teams Post:
1. Topic sentence
2. Supporting
evidence

How to turn in each assignment
Reflection turned in via
email

No assignment to turn in –
Use information for
paragraph on Monday

Post video in Flipgrid

Turn paragraph in via
email

Respond in Microsoft
Teams

Wednesday – Reflection Prompt
Write a reflective response to the following questions in a word document or just in the body of an email:
1. What are you most excited about for next school year and why?
2. What has been your best school subject this year (the one you’ve done the best in and feel the most
success in) and why?
3. What has been your hardest school subject this year and why?
4. How have you been doing? Be specific! Tell me what you have been doing, how you are feeling, what you
have been doing so you don’t go stir crazy, etc. (I am going to keep asking this question because it is
important to me to see how you are holding up!)
Your reflection does not have to respond to the questions in order. Some of your responses might mix with
each other. I am more interested in what you have to say than your specific format.
 Please email your response to donnw@spokaneschools.org
 Please use the subject – Week 6 Reflection

Thursday – Reading the Article
Read through “Issue Overview: Should we have zoos?” and annotate the article.

1. Look for words you don’t understand and questions that you have during your first read through. Look up
any words or questions you may have.
2. Read through the article again and highlight the strongest points you see. Highlight one point you disagree
with.
3. Make sure you keep your notes somewhere accessible for later. You will be responding with writing a
paragraph on Monday and sharing some of your thinking on Tuesday.

Friday – Flipgrid Response
Log in to your flipgrid account. You can access this through Clever or Teams. Look at the flipgrid instructions
in the file if you need a step by step guide.
Respond to the following questions in your video. These questions will also appear in Flipgrid.

1. What is your favorite musical artist and why? Favorite song of theirs?
2. What is your favorite season and why?

Monday – Analysis Paragraph
Write a body paragraph that follows the quoteburger structure and answers the following prompt:
“Should zoos continue to be open or not?”
Quoteburger Structure:
 Topic sentence: answers the prompt and guides your paragraph
 A few short sentences that introduces the article, author, and short overview/summary of what the article
was about
 Lead in to evidence.
o Ex. In paragraph # it states….
 Evidence that supports your topic sentence
o “---------------------------"
 Commentary: explain how that evidence supports your topic sentence
o This is important because….
o This shows…..
o This proves……
 Concluding sentence: Final sentence to wrap up your thoughts, usually ties back to your topic sentence,
maybe encourages your reader to do a specific thing, or think about something

Tuesday – Respond in Teams
Create a response in Teams that addresses the following questions:
1. What is the topic sentence of your body paragraph?
2. What piece of evidence did you use from the article to support your thinking? Make sure
you cite your evidence!

